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Lagoon 450. 2011. Owner's Version
USD$359,000. Priced to sell fast.

Specifications
Boat Details
Price
Model
Year
Hull Style
Power Type
Condition

USD$359,000. Priced to sell fast.
450 FLYBRIDGE
2011
Multi
Sail
Used

Boat Brand
Length
Category
Hull Type
Stock Number
State

Lagoon
13.97
Multihulls
GRP
#L450F20
International
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Suburb

Fiji

Engine Make
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Description
HIGHLIGHTS
Lagoon 450 F 'LObsession'
One owner and never chartered.
Owner's version
Excellent presentation and regularly upgraded
New standing rigging 2018
New electronics including top of the range Raymarine Hybridtouch 15’6” display screen eSeries Multifunction /
central navigation system (e165 and e135) + AIS type B, Radar, Sonar, 2 X autopilots, sat phone and WIFI Sailor
Fleetbroadband system.
New solar aft targa X2 (2019). 800W solar in total
Rutland Windcharger Wind Generator
Yanmar Diesels factory upgrade to 54HP each
New salon upholstery 2018, in great condition.
3 staterooms / 3 head version, each with separate enclosed showers
Crane lift system at the end of the boom, perfect for lifting heavy equipment
Electric primary and secondary winches (new motor 2019 for primary winch)
Over-engineered dinghy Davits with timber flat top for kayaks / surfboards storage
Turn-key condition with everything on board to just move in and set sails, including brand new bed linens, towels,
crockery, cutlery, cooking utensils, etc.
Huge inventory including comprehensive list of tools and spares
2019 insurance survey and 2020 pre-purchase survey available
-------------------This Lagoon 450 F, owner’s version, presents the elaborate chic typical of Lagoon Catamarans. Spanning 13.96m in
length the 450 F is an obvious progression from the preceding 440 model, which itself was a fantastic piece of
craftsmanship. The 450, however, is a worthy successor, leaving little to nothing to be desired.
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L'Obsessionis aptly named and a beautifully presented example of one of the most popular Lagoon Catamaran ever
built. She is the only Lagoon 450 for sale in the Southern Hemisphere and one of the only ones in the world that is
both owner's version and which has never been chartered, being a cherished member of the same family since they
placed their order directly with Lagoon France in 2010.
Her owners, a family from California, took delivery in 2011 to enjoy around the San Fransisco bays, (she provided an
ideal base to watch the 2013 America's Cup) and eventually sailed her across the Pacific to French Polynesia, Tonga
and Fiji, which then becameL’Obsession’sidyllic base these past 5 years between trips to Vanuatu and New
Caledonia.
Safely tucked into a cyclone-proof marina when in summer storage, her owners returning each year for the 6 months
sailing season to enjoy Fiji's world renowned surf spots and to the South Pacific.
Regularly updated and lovingly maintained, this Lagoon 450 F is simply stunning. Our team has crawled all over her
and inspected her in every details, improving where needed in consultation with the owner. A few very small list of
cosmetic imperfections are listed in more details below, but the yacht is in remarkably good order and was
independently assessed by an accredited marine surveyor.
Available at a very attractive price due to the owner's current circumstances this beautiful yacht should make her
new owners very happy indeed. She is fully set up and ready to continue sailing anywhere in the world.
Rarely available on the market as a one-owner, owner’s version and never chartered option, the Lagoon 450 F
l’Obsessionis sure to be highly noticeable to anyone looking for high quality pre-owned multihull at the price of an
ex-charter vessel. She has also been further improved with full standing rigging replacement 2 years ago, a recently
updated comprehensive suite of electronics and comes equipped with everything you need to move on board today
without further expenses necessary.
L’Obsessionwas fully surveyed in February 2020 by an independent Australian surveyor specialising in multihulls just
before travel restrictions were imposed in Fiji. She was slipped, antifouled and polished in late February.
Everything on board has been further tested by our representative in Fiji, who will continue to supervise her
caretaking and maintenance until sold. Please contact us at any time if you wish to organise a video walk-through at
your convenience via Zoom or Whatsapp.
In spite of the complications created by Covid-19 for boat buyers, we have been able to adapt to these interesting
times and are available on the grounds to spend as much time as you need to get to know the boat using
technologies available and our endless patience. We are here to help you achieve your cruising goals and will do
everything in our power to facilitate this chapter of your life in a safe, trustworthy and friendly environment, so
please don't hesitate to get in touch and take a closer look atL'Obsessionif you think she could be just what you are
looking for.
We also have a professional skipper available for delivery anywhere north or west-about if you wished to have the
boat safely brought to you as part of your purchase plan.
---------------------DECK, BRIDGE AND COCKPITS
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Improving on the immensely successful Lagoon 440 was not an easy task, and Lagoon put a lot of thought into
perfecting what was already a winning formula.
With regards to their unbeatable status as roomy, robust and elegant cruising catamarans favoured by families all
around the world as the perfect choice for their adventures on the high seas, Lagoon paid close attention to Lagoon
owners suggestions and revisited the LG440 with a view to keep what made the design so popular, while at the same
time improving on the areas that were especially important to live-aboard families and with additional focus on
safety at sea.
To begin with the ‘serious’ end of the boat, a significant transformation from the LG440 is the flybridge and it’s
accessibility. The flybridge, around which the entire deck layout is centred (the “F” in “450 F” actually stands for
“flybridge”) has been redesigned.
A major improvement is that you can now quite easily access the bridge, with its steering station, navigation
equipment, engine controls, sheets, etc., giving you full control of the boat at your fingertips, while staying close to
your family and guests with a long, convivial lounge and direct access to the giant sunbathing lounge just before you
on the upper deck. The flybridge is accessed by a set of stairs on either side incorporated directly into the cockpit to
port and starboard. Not only this is a better use of space, but it is also a much better approach from a safety
standpoint.
The cockpit itself has been reorganized, with a new wrap-around settee and dining to port and an inviting lounge or
daybed to starboard that significantly opens up the floor plan. There is also an overhead opening hatch in the hard
dodger that can offer ventilation and sunshine in good weather, and protection from the elements under harsh
conditions. This hatch also gives view of the port side aft corner to help when docking short-handed. There are
abundant locker spaces, including a huge space below the double which currently holds an entire workshop of tools
and spare parts, opposite a large cabinet housing more storage and a 100L fridge / freezer perfect for cooling drinks
and keeping you well supplied with ice.
Designed to be the second most used living space on board and virtually where you are likely to spend most of your
time relaxing at anchor or while under way, the cockpit seamlessly opens onto the interior. The coffee table can be
swapped for the large diner table currently inside the salon, whichever set-up suits you best. A dedicated storage
space hidden into the cockpit hardtop is designed to store a additional full size table should you wish to have two full
size tales on board as well as somewhere to stow whichever one is not in use.
Frontward of the distinctive cabin house, sporting the typical Lagoon rounded corners and big windows, there is a
second cockpit/lounge area with a pair of colossal seat lockers. The whole forward section of the boat can be kept
shaded by a brand new shade cloth specifically designed and installed by local sail makers out of durable and
lightweight material.
Forward again are two very large lockers designed to keep your water toys and spare sails out of the way. They are
independently accessed via a deck hatch and sealed off the rest of the boat.
MOVING IN
Flawing seamlessly from the outdoor to the indoor area,L’Obsessionis designed around a wonderfully bright and
inviting salon with a markedly wider traffic areas when compared to the Lagoon 440. If in theory the two models,
LG440 and LG450 are only one foot apart, the usable space found on both models is noticeably more generous on
the larger vessel. As well as a roomier interior, the added storage space is also significant. The boat is clearly
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designed for life on board and for those who enjoy exploring the world’s far reaches in absolute comfort.
The salon is large enough to comfortably accommodate 6 /8 people. The lovely Sunbrella washable suede fabric was
recently replaced and presents in great condition. Opposite is the tastefully hidden flat screen TV, which is installed
on an electric lift system.
To the left of the salon,L’Obsessionhas been fitted with the enviable inside control station, compete with electronic
engine controls, access to all your instruments and navigation equipment, and from where you can control the entire
ship at your fingertips just as easily as you would from the bridge. (Please note that the engine controls have been
recently replaced and needs syncing. Our technician has not yet been able to get them to work but we will keep
trying).
The galley is U shape and equipped with everything needed for gourmet dinners. The stove / oven / broiler is brand
new. There is a triple stainless sink and three taps, one hot and cold fresh water mixer with extendable shower-type
faucet, a second tap is connected to a salt-water pump and the third one feeding directly to the Spectra Newport
water-maker, perfect for those who want the freshest water going straight from the desalination system to their drink
bottle.
To the right is are the four steps down to the owner’s stateroom, which is a veritable apartment in itself and which
can be enclosed for privacy behind a sliding companionway door. The spacious double bed is at a great height to
provide a great view over the ocean out of the large picture window. Each bed onL’Obsessionis fitted with good
quality mattresses in washable covers raised over customised slats for air flow.
Forward is a good size settee, home office and multiple storage lockers.
The master’s head area could rival what you would expect in an stylish apartment.
L’Obsessionwas deliberately equipped by her owners with 3 manual toilets as opposed to electric because of their
silent operation and durability. Each is attached to a holding tank for use when in protected areas.
The port side is designed as two stateroom, each with it’s own door. Both are pleasant, bright and well ventilated
little apartments with their own generously sized ensuite head with separate shower.
The forward facing overhead hatches provide air flow that is easy to regulate and which will keep you cool at night.
Thanks to Lagoon's great design with regards to air flow, L'Obsession's owners never felt the need to add air
conditioning in spite of their 5 years in the tropics. These same hatches are fitted with a retractable blind and
mosquito net which slides away when not needed.
Something that is striking on L’Obsession is her stunning presentation and lack of wear and tear, even in traffic
areas. The timber fit-out is in great condition, there is no mildew or smell and every surface presents almost new.
The teak copckpit and bathroom floors are in beautiful condition and were gently brightened by our team just last
week without the use of chemicals.
The only blemished we could find on this beautiful boat is water damage to the cockpit coffee table, which needs to
be re-varnished. (The protective cover for that table had trapped water, which over time this summer degraded the
varnish.) There are some rust spots in the two fridges, and the Perspex of a small overhead bathroom hatch on the
portside is cracked, although it does not leak. The mainsail and Genoa are serviceable but original, so may need
replacing in a couple of years. Lastly, the outdoor upholstery is original and could do with being replaced, although it
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is not holed or damaged other than showing a few stains and discoloration here and there.
Our team is currently attending to some last-minute detailing, such as removing a few rust stains on the deck,
polishing the stainless-steel fittings etc. L’Obsession’s owners are now back home in the US but we will continue to
care for this beautiful yacht until she has found a new home.
Read on for the full description and for more information please contact our friendly team at Nautilus Yacht
Management. We are cruising yacht specialists and take a lot of pride in bringing you such a beautiful yacht.
Our agency has helped buyers from all around the world purchase the boat of their dream, and a decade of working
on an international platform has provided us with the knowledge to help you with all the steps of your purchase,
import, delivery, registration etc. Purchasing a yacht overseas does not have to be stressful. We are here to help.

----------------------------ELECTRICS:
New Victron Multiplus 3000W 230V 80A Inverter Charger installed May 2019
4 X 150W plus 2 X 100W = 800W (new solar aft targa in sturdy aluminium 2019)
Each solar panel is connected to its own Sunforce Smart Regulator with its own circuit breaker. (This allows peace of
mind as a failing regulator will not disable the whole solar charging system).
230V Shore Power as well as 110V shore Power (dual systems installed for cruising anywhere in the world)
New 6 x 120AH Gel House Batteries
Rutland Windcharger Wind Generator controlled via MARLEC HRDi charge regulator.
Xantrex battery monitoring system
Victron Energy Digital Multicontrol
2 X e-MAAX Smart, External voltage regulators, charge controllers and battery monitoring systems.

ELECTRONICS:
Raymarine compliment e165 and e125 GPS/Plotter/Auto Pilot + Remote/AIS/Radar/VHF
(All new 2016)
SAILOR Fleetbroadband WIFI system for weather, emails, Internet growing and Sat Phone (ready to operate with SIM
insert at base.
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NETGEAR Booster for maximum WIFI connection when within shore range
Raymarine VHF with DSC and GPS locator
Pioneer stereo with USD accessory to connect smartphone or external source. Bose speakers inside and outside.
Retractable HISENSE LED flat screen smartTV (48") with Netflix, Youtube, etc. connectable to WIFI

SAILING:
Mainsail: 81m2
Furling headsail: 50m2
Bowsprit ready for asymmetrical spinnaker with sock
Additional symmetrical spinnaker with sock
Sails are original, serviceable and in good order but older.
Lightweight sails are in good condition.
New standing rigging 2018
2 X Electric Primary winches 2 X speed Harken 50.2ST
2 X Harken ST 60 2 X speed secondary winches
1 X Harken ST35 2 speed manual ST on transom
Each sheet and halyard is run through it's own jammer
Running rigging in great condition with several brand new double braid spare halyards and sheets.
Hurricane ropes, fenders, mooring brace, moorings sheets

GROUND TACKLE:
Main anchor: 33KG Rocna with 80m of oversize 5/8 graded chain
Spare anchor: Aluminium Fortress anchor
100m of rope
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Quick Windlass with new motor (February 2020) and new relay (August 2020)

DINGHY:
3.5m Achilles RIB in fair condition.
20HP Yamaha 4 stroke engine with electric start
8HP spare Yamaha 2 stroke engine
Each engine has a storage board on the transom and can be lifted with adjustable double purchase crane installed at
the end of the boom.
The dinghy is easily lifted by triple purchase davit with jammers and a large opening transom gate. The top of the
davits have been fitted with timber frames for storing kayaks, surf boards etc.
Additional pad-eyes have been fitted to the aft deck for storm tie down
Heavy duty storage straps and a dinghy storm cover are included

SAFETY:
6 people life raft mounted under-bridge and ready to deploy (service due)
Fire extinguishers: 5 X dry chemical in service
Flares: Yes. In service
Life jackets: 6 X self-inflatable life jackets.
3 X safety straps
Jacklines
McMurdo EPIRB 406
Horseshoe ring
VHF with DSC calling and GPS coordinate
4 X automatic electric bilge pumps and 2 X manual
1 X large grab bag packed with safety essentials
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COMFORT:
2 X40L Isotherm hot water storage tank fed by engines heat exchangers
Stove: Eno 3 burner/oven (New)
2 x Vitrifrigio refrig, 1 x separate freezer
3 x Jabsco manual with black water storage
Watermaker: Newport Spectra 400Mk 2 Watermaker 60lph (12V)
Stainless steel BBQ
LED courtesy lights in transom, cockpit, steps, etc.
Interior LED lighting strips in salon recess
LED lighting throughout including reading lights for each bed (doubled)
Cooling fans
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